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WE ASKED SOME OF THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:

Aside from world peace, what’s your Christmas wish?
MICHAEL AQUINO
Writer,
“The best beach holiday islands
in the Philippines”, p68
“A long break somewhere
relaxing — perhaps a villa
in Bali.”

CELINE REYES
Writer,
“Your move, General”, p167
“More indigenous trees in
urban areas please, and a
generally greener Philippines.”

TATA MAPA
Writer,
“’Twas the bite before
Christmas”, p80
“I wish I could give everyone an
infusion of empathy.”

MARK TEO
Photographer, cover
“To shoot an entire travel
feature on just Polaroids or
Instax film — instant film has
such a quirky, nostalgic feel
to it.”

ABI AQUINO
Writer, “A Christmas tail”, p99
“To have a glass (or two) of
wine while catching up on
Westworld, and getting a foot
massage from
Channing Tatum.”
TOTO LABRADOR & PIERRA
CALASANZ-LABRADOR
Photographer / Writer
“’Twas the bite before
Christmas”, p80 Toto: “Good
health for family and loved
ones.” Pierra: “What he said.”
LESTER LEDESMA
Writer and
photographer, “Prayer
party”, p106
“New and exotic places
to explore!”
JEDIDAH DUMAWAL
Illustrator,
“A Christmas tail”, p99
“That everyone takes
this time to rest and appreciate
their loved ones.”
JOF SERING
Stylist and production
designer, cover
“A more loving world.”
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RENEN BAUTISTA
Hair and makeup artist, cover
“More time, travel and shopping
with my mom and dad!”
MOHAMMED SAM
PEÑAFUERTE SHOUSHI
Writer, “Merry making in Hong
Kong”, p142
“I’m a Pinoy boy who grew
up in the ’90s. ‘All I want for
Christmas is you.’”
JILSON TIU
Photographer, “Taal tales”, p114
“Moral clarity for the people
responsible for the survival of
human race.”
MIGUEL NACIANCENO
Photographer,
“’Twas the bite before
Christmas”, p80
“For everyone to have the
strength to be kinder and
persevere.”
GABRIEL MALVAR
Writer, “The last frontier”,
p152
“Figures of Dr Strange and
Black Panther from Hot Toys.
I love toys.”

Holiday special

Ready
for the
holidays?
Our guide to the season includes a 15-page
food special to inspire your reunion menus,
ideas for a quick family getaway and an
adorable furry friend to take us through a
distinctively Pinoy Christmas. Enjoy!
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The
best
beach
holiday
islands
in the

Philippines
There’s no such thing as an “ordinary beach sunset” when the whole
family is enjoying one together. This holiday season, Smile surveys four
of the Philippines’ best holiday destinations for sun, sand and family
bonding that will make for precious memories
BY MICHAEL AQUINO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARK TEO (BORACAY)
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Boracay is made for fun in the sun. This
bone-shaped island just off Panay in the
Western Visayas has about a dozen beaches
within its 10km2 acreage, with one shining
brightest of them all — the aptly named
White Beach, which stretches for 4km along
Boracay’s south-west coast. White Beach is
Boracay as the world sees it, with millions of
snapshots capturing its famously powderﬁne white sand and crystal-clear water.
I have seen White Beach sunsets from
both sides of the generational divide — back
in the ’90s as a teen, when Boracay hardly
registered as a blip on the world tourist map;
and decades later as a husband and dad, our
family of three watching the sun dip below
the horizon while sitting shoulder-deep in
the sea.
The old Boracay fell far short of what
we now consider standard for kid-friendly
islands. To get most of the way there, we
had to endure a long, bumpy open-air
bus ride from Iloilo City, to say nothing
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of the grueling trip back. Back then,
the expansive, near-deserted White
Beach was the island’s only real family
attraction, with Jony’s Place and Pink
Patio (today’s Patio Paciﬁc) among
its very few resorts. (Tourists more
commonly booked one of the cheaper
bamboo bungalows facing White
Beach, where clothes hung out to dry
on the veranda were typically stolen
in the night.) As for shopping, we took
home nothing but shirts and sunburns.
Bonding over Boracay’s gorgeous
sunset, though? Worth it.
Today’s Boracay could not be more
different. It’s now considered the
ultimate Philippine beach island:
a self-contained getaway where
family fun can be had 24 hours a day,
supported by convenient access to
transportation, entertainment, dining,
shopping and emergency care. Start at
the island’s ground zero, the quaintly
punctuated D’Mall, where you can
experience Boracay’s universal appeal
for traveling families.
The restaurant scene on the island
rivals the offerings in Bonifacio Global
City. Besides pocket-friendly classic
Filipino eats like D’Talipapa and
Merly’s BBQ, hungry holidaymakers
can also splurge on upscale selections
like Cyma’s Greek dishes and Aria’s
Italian fare. It’s a recurring theme
throughout Boracay — both budget and
luxury visitors leave the island happy
and satisﬁed.
Branded hostels are a relatively
new phenomenon here. Joints like
MNL Hostel and The Mad Monkey
(an import from Cambodia) have only

Plan your Boracay trip starting with
an inspirational mood board at
waytogo.cebupacificair.com
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1 Boracay offers round-the-clock family fun
2 Juicy grilled pork belly at Hoy, Panga! 3 Stunning

sunset views 4 Nicole Serrano-Honasan of Beach
Baby Boracay 5 Kiteboarding in Bulabog Beach
6 A festive spread at Kasbah in Station 1 7 The
footpath to Diniwid Beach 8 Splashing on the shore

5

recently set up shop alongside the
island’s established budget brands.
Newer luxury marques, like the Lind
and the Henann, join an already
crowded roster of upmarket resorts
like the Shangri-La and Discovery
Shores. With so many resorts taking
up space on White Beach, the fringe
areas have eagerly lapped up the
overﬂow. Once Boracay backwaters,
Bulabog Beach, Diniwid Beach and the
northern highlands are now hotspots
in their own right. It remains to be
seen whether Boracay’s north-east
coast will become just as popular for
its high-end accommodations as it
presently is for its kiteboarding scene.
With everything it’s gained in the
past 20 years, it’s easy to gloss over
what Boracay has lost. The old Boracay
was sleepy, yes, but it was pristine. I
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OUR BORACAY
WISHLIST
• More nature. Instead of
bulldozing what little forest
cover is left for more resorts,
how about developing Boracay’s
neglected potential as a
destination for green tourism,
before the window vanishes
completely?
• Fresh seafood fair.
Surprisingly for a seaside
destination, Boracay could
do with more fresh seafood
outlets.
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remember wading into the water off
Station 2 with no other soul in sight
except for a couple canoodling in the
far distance. Today, privacy on Station
2 seems like a strange concept. The
growing tide of tourists has stretched
Boracay’s capacity close to breaking
point. With vendors pestering beachgoers, sand-sculpting kids cadging
passersby for change, and the slow
but steady transformation of the
beachfront into a concrete jungle,
peak-season Boracay feels less like an
island paradise and more like a sandy
carnival. The overall effect is festive,
not oppressive.
And fun is exactly what Boracay
promises for families — although the
deﬁnition of that word has evolved in
the past 20 years. The desert island
feel of the ’90s may have been fun for
us as kids, but my daughter and her
generation completely adore today’s
more high-powered Boracay — the
party atmosphere of White Beach, the
parasails buzzing over Bulabog Beach,
the Mandala Spa at Manoc-Manoc to
the island’s south, the golf course at
Fairways & Bluewater tucked away on
the northern end.
The optimist in me thinks Boracay
still has some room for good growth.
All the island needs is to slow down
the accretion of new establishments
along White Beach, protect the last
remaining slivers of forest, and get
a grip on the festering pollution
problem that bedevils it during the
high season. Do all that, and I bet that
Boracay will still be attractive enough
for my daughter to bring her own kids
to, when the time comes.

9 Cliff-jumping at the end of Station 1 10 Nowie

and Odette Potenciano of The Sunny Side Café
11 Local favorite Spicebird 12 Dive boats at the
beach 13 Moroccan kebabs at Kasbah 14 A paraw

or local sailboat is one of the island’s icons 15 Kids
make sand art 16 An unforgettable end-of-day view
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Essential
information
PRIME TIME: November to
February
STAY AND PLAY: For mid-range
accommodations, expect to pay
about P5,000 per night for a
family-size room during peak
season. Most three-star facilities
come with play areas and
13

swimming pools suitable for kids
aged 3 and above.
TUCK IN: There are more than
200 restaurants for every budget
and taste.
STOCK UP: The sizeable Budget
Mart at D’Mall stocks almost
everything you’d expect to find in
a Manila grocery store.
SHOP STOPS: You’ll find over
300 boutiques all over the island,
but the best is located in the
central shopping arcade called
D’Mall. Items on sale include
bikinis, clothes, local crafts and
souvenirs, and even furniture.
ACTIVITIES: There are more than
100 shops offering paragliding,

14

15

16

banana boating, underwater
walking and sailing. Bulabog
Beach specializes in parasailing
and kiteboarding outfitters.
AVERAGE DAILY COST FOR
FOOD AND DRINK: P1,000 per
family member on average, but
P300-P500 per person on a
budget is possible.
IN CASE OF MEDICAL
EMERGENCY: The Municipal
Hospital in Barangay Balabag
offers first-aid and basic
health services, but tourists
experiencing major emergencies
must travel to Kalibo or Manila for
proper treatment.
LIGHTS OUT: Most family-friendly
establishments wind down by
10pm, though the grown-ups can
party on until well after 3am.
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Essential
information
PRIME TIME: Peak surfing season
is between July and November.
March to May offers better
island-hopping weather — ideal
conditions for family travelers.
STAY AND PLAY: High-end resorts
and a lot of budget B&Bs
TUCK IN: There are around 20
restaurants in Siargao, some of
which attached to local resorts,
and most are located in General
Luna town
STOCK UP: Think small — General
Luna town hosts family-run

The island of Siargao sits off Surigao
del Norte at Mindanao’s north-east
tip, right in the path of strong ocean
waves rushing in unobstructed from
the Paciﬁc Ocean. Beach perfectionists
may turn up their noses at the island’s
coral-encrusted east coast, but surfers
love Siargao, converging on the island
between August to November to ride
the waves propelled by the offshore
habagat (south-west monsoon).
With the addition of an airport,
newly paved roads, and several new
resorts, Siargao has made a familyfriendly turn in the past decade. No
longer is this island getaway a secret
known only to surfers and Surigaonon
families: couples with young kids now
ﬂock to Siargao as surely as solotraveling surfers enticed by Cloud
9’s ferocious reputation. Siargao’s
holistic-living appeal helps draw them
in, too — health buffs gravitate to the

island’s regular yoga sessions and
vegan restaurant menus.
Only 10 years ago, motorcycles
were your only transportation option
for traveling on the island’s dirt
paths. Now, air-conditioned vans
take families to Siargao’s non-surﬁng
attractions, mainly located far from
the surﬁng spots on the island’s east
coast. The hidden Sugba Lagoon, the
placid Magpupungko pools and the
ﬁne beaches on the islets off Siargao
(Naked, Guyam and Daku islands,
among others) cement Siargao’s appeal
to family travelers.
Anybody staying on the island
needs to adjust to its more spartan
facilities, and Siargao still has some
way to go before it’s completely ready
for the kind of family tourism you see
on other islands. But if you’ve got an
adventurous brood, it must just be the
perfect getaway for you.
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OUR SIARGAO WISHLIST
• Better medical facilities. Siargao only offers basic medical services. For
major medical emergencies, you’ll be ferried over to Surigao City on the
mainland for treatment at a hospital.
• Credit card access. Siargao is a largely cash-only town. Few establishments
take credit cards, and tourists can only rely on Dapa port’s single ATM. Bring
lots of small change when coming over.

groceries, sari-sari stores and the
occasional deli with expat appeal.
SHOP STOPS: Mom-and-pop
souvenir shops along Tourism Road
sell shell necklaces, pearls, tiny
surfboard magnets and T-shirts.
Hello Felice, near Cloud 9, offers
curated art souvenirs and art
workshops.
ACTION AND ADVENTURE:
Siargao’s surf schools offer lessons
for newbies (though the island’s
strong waves may not be ideal for
beginners). Other popular activities
around Siargao include diving,
snorkeling and boat-hopping.
AVERAGE DAILY COST FOR FOOD
AND DRINK: About P500-P700 per
family member
IN CASE OF MEDICAL
EMERGENCY: The 50-bed Siargao
District Hospital in Dapa town
offers basic medical services, but
you’ll need to be medevacked to
the Mindanao mainland or Manila
for urgent emergency treatment.
LIGHTS OUT: Siargao is a small
town, and it shuts down early —
many locals turn in by 9pm — but
that means you’ll be all set to
wake up before sunrise to catch
the best waves.
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Essential
information
PRIME TIME: March to June, when
sightings of spinner dolphins peak
off the shores of Panglao and
Balicasag Islands
STAY AND PLAY: Family rooms go
for as little as P2,000 for budget
resorts in Tagbilaran and upward of

P10,000 for luxury digs in Panglao.
TUCK IN: Enjoy the rich flavors
of coconut milk, ginger and

PHOTO BY GETTY IMAGES

lemongrass in Boholano cuisine at
restaurants around Tagbilaran.
STOCK UP: Tagbilaran has three

Bohol is a two-sided coin for family
travelers, and it’s a win-win tossup. Heads you get Panglao Island’s
beach, sea and sunshine; tails you
get the cultural charms and natural
attractions of the more expansive
Bohol Island. You don’t have to choose
one to the exclusion of the other — you
can book a hotel or resort on one side
of the causeway, then simply make a
day trip to the other side.
Alona Beach on Panglao Island
feels a lot less crowded — with most
restaurants and bars concentrated in
one portion of the long stretch — and
infrastructure build-up has not yet
reached a frenzy of Boracay levels.
Bohol simply outshines almost
all other island destinations with
its well-rounded offerings in ecotourism, culture and adventure. You
can easily pack your days with exciting
activities — ATV riding between the
Chocolate Hills; whale- and dolphinwatching off Balicasag Island; riding
the Philippines’ longest and highest
zipline in Danao Adventure Park;
visiting the 300-year-old Baclayon
Church and other churches that
survived a massive 7.2-magnitude

earthquake in 2013; and reading the
cave markings at Lamanoc Island on
Bohol’s far east. For visiting families,
three days simply aren’t enough to
experience everything there is to
Bohol. Book a week and a van with
a driver, and wait for your family to
thank you later.

OUR BOHOL
WISHLIST
• A bigger, more modern airport.
And that’s in the works! The
Tagbilaran airport currently
lacks lighting for night flights,
so delayed afternoon flights can
run into “sunset limitation” that
prohibits flights late in the day,
forcing cancellations. The new
international airport is under
construction on Panglao Island.
• Fewer touts. While it’s easy to
say “no” to persistent folks selling
tours and souvenirs, having
fewer to deal with could turn a
great holiday into a dreamy one.

malls (Island City Mall, Galleria
Luisa and Bohol Quality Mall)
and two supermarkets (Alturas
Supermarket and Plaza Marcela).
SHOP STOPS: Two standout
souvenir shops are Aproniana, with
its great range of Bohol souvenirs
such as crunchy Peanut Kisses, and
Bohol Bee Farm for honey-based
products.
ACTION AND ADVENTURE:
There are over 20 dive shops, not
including those attached to resorts
around Panglao Island.
AVERAGE DAILY COST FOR FOOD
AND DRINK: Depending on your
budget, you can spend as little as
P500 to as much as P2,000 per
family member per day.
IN CASE OF MEDICAL
EMERGENCY: Bohol’s hospitals
are some of the Philippines’ bestequipped. The 127-bed Governor
Celestino Gallares Memorial
Hospital in Tagbilaran is the biggest
government facility on the island,
and a center of excellence for the
treatment of animal bites.
LIGHTS OUT: Both Panglao and
Tagbilaran rock the late nights that
are part and parcel of international
tourist stops.
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Essential
Information
PRIME TIME: Tourists flock to Coron
between December and May, taking
advantage of the underwater clarity
afforded by the dry season.
STAY AND PLAY: Around 100 hotels,
hostels and beach/dive resorts can
be found in Coron, mostly in the midrange and budget segment.
TUCK IN: You can’t beat Coron’s
fresh seafood, especially the
oysters and lobsters, which are both
plentiful and cheap.
SHOP STOCKS: Shop for souvenirs
at Escarda’s Coron Harvest cashew

OUR CORON
WISHLIST
• Modern medical care. The
rugged landscape lends itself
well to a lot of high-impact
activities, so ample provision
for possible injuries would be a
big plus.
• A cleaner town. A spruced-up
Coron Town could bring it up to
the same level of stunning as
the outlying islands.
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steadily moving away from only
drawing divers and becoming
more alluring for families. Yes,
you need a PADI license to enjoy
Coron’s colorful underwater life
and World War II shipwrecks, but
you can get by just as enjoyably
by checking out the attractions
on or near the water’s surface.
The white-sand beaches on
Banana and Malcapuya islands;
the mysterious Kayangan and
Barracuda lakes; the sea eagles,
green sea turtles and sea cows
inhabiting the waters off Dimakya
Island; the imported African
savannah wildlife of Calauit
Island; and the relaxing waters
of the Maquinit hot spring — all
these Coron wonders are easily
accessible for non-divers.
But don’t expect the usual
tourist creature comforts here.
Families with very young kids
should stick to places with better
infrastructure. Many stops
around Coron require a fair bit
of hiking or intermediate-level
swimming or snorkeling: great
for older kids who can manage on
their own, but probably not a good
idea for babies and kids under the
age of 6.

shop and the Coron Souvenir & Gift
Shop in Barangay 5.
ACTION AND ADVENTURE: There
are fewer than 20 dive shops local to
Coron Town, with a handful of other
outfitters specializing in boat tours
of Coron and nearby islands.
AVERAGE DAILY COST FOR FOOD
AND DRINK: Depending on your
budget, you can spend as little as
P500 to as much as P1,500 per
family member per day.
IN CASE OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY:
The Coron District Hospital in the
main town can handle first aid
and minor medical emergencies,
but more serious situations may
require medical evacuation to Puerto
Princesa or Manila. Make sure your
insurance covers the emergency trip.
LIGHTS OUT: Beyond the resorts,
Coron calls it a day by around 9pm.

Cebu Pacific flies to these islands
and 32 other destinations across its
Philippine network. cebupacificair.com
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Located in the Calamian islands
between Palawan and Mindoro south
of Luzon, about 500km of islanddotted sea separates Coron from
Manila. It’s not easy to reach, as far
as holiday destinations go, but its
relative isolation insulates Coron
from the overﬂow of tourists that
mars other Philippine beach hotspots.
That’s good news for Coron visitors.
Nature-minded family travelers can
take in the lakes, islets and shipwrecks
here as they were meant to be seen —
unspoiled and free from crowds.
Just as Siargao has transcended
its surfers-only reputation, Coron is

